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Ethnic cleansing is generally recognized as a major feature of modern European 

history, especially of the extremely violent first half of the 20th century.[2] While this is 

certainly a plausible description, this is only a part of a bigger story: in this short essay, I 

will argue that ethnic cleansing was just one of the many possible occurrences of a 

phenomenon which I am going to call “demographic surgery” – which I define as the 

category-based removal of whole segments of a population from a given territory. As we 

will see, demographic surgery could also be carried out according to non-ethnic criteria, 

and it had some very significant consequences and implications which are often 

overlooked.

The historical record shows us that “nationalizing” states have not been the only ones to 
carry out policies of “ethnic cleansing,” that is, the forced migration and/or mass killing of 
large numbers of people identified on ethnic grounds.[3] Non-national states, based on a 
dynastic or ideological allegiance, have done the same, and the history of the Soviet Union 
especially in Stalin’s era is a case in point. So, the drive toward ethnic homogeneity –

which is considered the basic explanation of ethnic cleansing according to most of the 
literature on the subject – has not been the only reason for ethnic cleansing.[4] The latter 
has also been motivated by state security concerns, sometimes driven by the interaction 
between states and internal minority groups, especially when the latter were perceived to 
have cross-border connections with other (rival, if not enemy) states, and/or by the 
suppression of resistance to imperial rule and/or foreign colonisation . Finally, the role of 
social conflicts, in areas with overlapping social and ethnic divides, needs to be 
acknowledged as an important concomitant cause of episodes of demographic surgery.

However, policy objectives comparable to the ones outlined above have also prompted 
policies entailing (either as an instrument or an outcome, sometimes unintended but 
rarely unforeseen) the massive displacement, and sometimes the killing, of populations 
identified on non-ethnic grounds.[5] This, perhaps, would be in itself reason enough to 
speak about “forced migration” rather than ethnic cleansing, just as some scholars prefer 
now to use the term “mass killing” instead of genocide in order to include cases in which
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the victims were selected on non-ethnic or non-racial grounds.[6] Thus ethnic cleansing

should be seen as only one among many phenomena, of which the common denominator

is the removal of populations identified according to specific markers, in order to achieve

specific goals of social engineering (defined in a broad sense). I call this phenomenon

demographic surgery, in order to stress its “excisionary” dimension and the removal of

allegedly “harmful” segments of population from the societal body, carried out with

invasive and ultimately violent means .[7] In 20th-century Europe, demographic surgery

was usually the result of policies aiming at one or more of the following objectives:

Repression:  In this case, groups are “excised” in order to remove a perceived

security threat (as in the case of Germans and Jews in Tsarist Empire during World

War I, or of “diaspora nationalities” residing in Soviet borderlands under Stalin) or

to suppress an actual threat, e.g. an armed insurgency (as in the case of Nazi and

Soviet deportations of “bandits”, i.e. partisans, and their “accomplices” during and

after World War II).

Dispossession: In this case, people are forced to migrate in order to seize their

assets, or they leave after being dispossessed, or because they are afraid they will be

expropriated.

Colonization:  In this case, people are forced to migrate either to make room for

incoming colonists or to be themselves settled on a land which is sparsely populated

or has previously been vacated of its population. Nazi deportations in occupied

Poland in 1939-41 are a case in point: Poles and Jews were removed in order to

make room for ethnic German refugees from Soviet-annexed lands (who were not

allowed to settle where they wished, but were instead sent either to Germany or to

occupied Poland by the Nazi authorities).

Purification:  In this case, people are forced to migrate in order to expel “alien”

elements from a society, in order to “purify” it and bring it closer to an ideal of

“homogeneity” (usually of ethnic or racial character).

The last case is clearly one in which is possible to speak of ethnic cleansing; this, however,

should then be considered as just one subset – although a very important one – of a wider

set of similar policies in the service of the above-mentioned objectives. Those objectives

can also be pursued through more violent means, i.e. the mass killing of the targeted

population: this, in turn, might be considered as a more radical form of “demographic

surgery”, not surprisingly favoured by more radical regimes, especially totalitarian ones.

[8] Violence is, however, always necessary – although to different degrees – in order to

coerce the targeted population into leaving its homeland and belongings by instilling fear,

forcing compliance and/or punishing those who resist; and the process of displacement,

as well as its aftermath, can be a deadly one in and of itself.[9] People may also prefer

to escape rather than submit to policies of repression, dispossession, colonization or

purification (especially when these are pursued through mass killings). Even in this case,

the resulting forced migrations should then be considered as a result of the policies in

question, albeit as a sometimes unintended and/or partly unwanted consequences of

them.
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In some cases episodes of mass killing and/or forced migration resulted from policies

aiming at more than one of the objectives mentioned above; sometimes the same groups

were targeted for different reasons in different historical moments, even within a

relatively short span of time. For example, the Rumi (i.e., the Greek Orthodox inhabitants

of Anatolia) were affected by policies of dispossession – in order to create a Muslim

“national economy” – and colonization – aimed at settling Muslim refugees in their

villages – as early as 1913-14. Some were expelled, while others responded to those

policies by fleeing Anatolia. Others were deported during World War I, in order to “clear”

the coastal regions from allegedly “unreliable” elements and remove a potential threat to

the security of the Ottoman empire. Finally, after the Greek-Turkish war of 1919-22, they

were expelled en masse as part of an episode of mutual ethnic cleansing (which involved

also the forced migration of a number of Muslims residing in Greece), which aimed to

“cleanse” Anatolia from its last large Christian minority.[10]

Categories of victims

Demographic surgery is characterized by its being a policy aimed at whole categories of

people that are singled out as “dangerous” or “harmful”; its victims are not persecuted

individually, but rather en masse and often on grounds of prevention rather than

retribution. Even if the measure is conceived (or justified) as a collective punishment, it is

usually administered through executive rather than judicial decisions – a fact that can

have significant legal and political implications. Thus the criteria used to select the

categories of victims are of the utmost importance to the understanding of demographic

surgery. Here it is important to stress that demographic surgery need not to be carried out

along ethnic lines – although this has happened on many occasions, especially but not

only in the pursuit of policies of colonization and purification. Political and social criteria

have often been used to single out the victims of policies of repression and dispossession.

Soviet “decossackization” policies in 1919-1920, for instance, were aimed at an entire

social group which was deemed politically hostile; Cossacks were a soslovie (social estate)

rather than an ethnic group, and it was mostly land ownership (and other special rights

bestowed on them by the state as a reward for military service) that distinguished them

from the other peasants. Later, the “dekulakization” of the early 1930s repeated the

pattern of “decossackization” on a much larger scale.[11] Later Soviet deportations from

territories annexed during and immediately after World War II targeted instead real or

presumed political enemies (often identified, in theory at least, according to their social

origin); wartime Nazi Germany did the same in most occupied territories, including those

of Western Europe.[12] Those measures were not a new phenomenon, since ancient

empires – the Assyrian empire is the best example here – had used similar measures

against their opponents; their comparably larger scale in modern times was at same time

an outcome and a sign of the politicization of the masses which had taken place since the

French Revolution.[13]

Nevertheless some qualifications are needed. E thnic cleansing could result from the

above-mentioned policies even when it was not the actual goal of the perpetrators –

especially in the peculiar environment of the region stretching between today’s Austria

and Germany to the west, Russia to the east, and Turkey to the south, which I will call for
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short “Middle Europe.” This area was in fact characterized by overlapping ethnic and

social divides or, more precisely, by the fact that the social divides could alsobe construed

as national ones (this indeed happened in many cases).[14] The struggle for social

emancipation could thuseasily assume nationalistic overtones and, to use the words of a

Ukrainian Bundist leader named Moshe Rafes, where “the lord [pomeš?ik] was Russian or

Polish, and the banker, the industrialist and the merchant were very often Jew… ‘Enough

with the lords’ could easily be translated as “enough with the Poles, the Muscovites and

the Jews” [get’ ljaxov, get’ moskalej, get’ žydov].”[15]

This meant that even measures of repression or dispossession aimed at social or political

groups – and thus in theory nationally “color-blind”, that is, aimed to people of a certain

social standing or political belief, regardless of their ethnicity– could end up targeting one

national group more than others and degenerate into ethnic cleansing, or be perceived as

such by its victims, especially when mass involuntary migration was either an instrument

or an outcome of such policies. In Istria and Dalmatia after the Second World War,

repressions against “fascists”, “collaborators” and the “bourgeoisie” – enforced all over

Yugoslavia – targeted mainly Italian-speaking people, who abandoned their homes en

masse when Yugoslav state power took root and Yugoslavs began to perceive themselves

as the victims of ethnic persecution.[16] Similarly in 1940-41, Soviet policies of “class

cleansing” (to use Victor Zaslavsky’s term) in western Ukraine and Belarus ended up

disproportionately harming Poles and Jews.[17]

Even when the main goal was the removal of a population identified on ethnic grounds

with the aim of building a “homogeneous” nation-state, other factors could enter the

equation. The expulsion of Germans from post-WWII Poland and Czechoslovakia, for

instance, was also part of a “purge” against those who had collaborated with the

occupators, conducted on a political basis.[18] Religion also played a role, at least as a key

marker of “ethnic” identity.[19] For instance, Greek-speaking Muslims would be expelled

from Greece into Turkish-ruled Anatolia in 1922- 23 in exchange for Turkish-speaking

Orthodox Christians from the same land, who were forced outside the borders of the

newly-born Turkish republic and sent to the Greek kingdom.[20] Religion was even one

of the factors determining someone’s race according to the Nuremberg Laws, which stated

that “A Jew is anyone who is descended from at least three grandparents who are racially

full Jews” (art. V, paragraph 1), but also that “a grandparent shall be considered as full-

blooded if he or she belonged to the Jewish religious community” (art. II, paragraph 2) .

[21] It is in fact striking how much religious diversity has been wiped out from the

European continent by (mostly secular) nationalistic regimes bent on pursuing “ethnic

homogeneity”: Jews emigrating from post-World War II Eastern Europe, Muslims

escaping Europe’s South-east in 1912-13 (and even before, in 1877-78), and Anatolian

Christians exterminated or “exchanged” between 1912 and 1923 are cases in point.

Demographic surgery as social engineering

The above-mentioned policies of repression, dispossession, colonization and purification,

of which demographic surgery was the instrument or the outcome, were usually

themselves means to an end. The objectives pursued were usually the creation (or the
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preservation) of a state and/or the restructuring of a society; in short, state-building and

social engineering.

It is not surprising that demographic surgery was an aspect of state-building, particularly

after the shift “from the Vienna to the Paris system” (to use Eric Weitz’s term) that is,

from an international system centred on dynastic legitimacy to one focused on popular

sovereignty.[22] Again, this shift paved the way not just to ethnic cleansing, but more

generally to demographic surgery which reinforced states’ foundational criteria of

inclusion and exclusion; criteria which could be ethnic, racial, social, or political.

Demographic surgery could be performed with the intent of radically “restructuring”

whole societies. This happened mainly under totalitarian regimes – e.g., during the

collectivization of the Soviet agriculture or during the Nazi attempt to implement

Generalplan Ost, that is, a radical demographic and social restructuration on racial

grounds of the whole eastern Europe, alreadyduring the WW II.[23] However,

demographic surgery by nationalist regimes bent on attaining “ethnic homogeneity”

certainly falls under this rubric, although it was usually (but certainly not always, as

evidenced by the mass murders of Ottoman Armenians and Romanian Jews) less radical.

Thus, while the demographic surgery was performed by physically removing people, it

was supposed to “remake” the society at large: nationalist “demographic surgeons”

wanted, and often attained, not just “national states”, but also “national economies”.[24]

Removing “aliens” from the economy and taking over their properties was in fact

supposed to help modernize mainly agrarian societies and to create a “national

bourgeoisie”, i.e. a “native” entrepreneurial class composed by those who would take the

places (and often the property) of those who had been killed, deported or forced to

migrate.[25]

On many occasions, however, demographic surgery was used as an “emergency” remedy –

that is, in response to a crisis which seemed to threaten the very existence of the states

performing the “surgery”. Thus Ittihad leaders chose to deport Armenians at a moment

when they perceived that the very existence of the Ottoman empire was in danger[26]

whileStalin removed “diaspora nationalities” from the borderlands fearing that they

would assist invading foreign armies, at a time when war was perceived as imminent .

However , the distinction between the two above-mentioned occurrences is far from being

clear-cut. Times of crisis could offer the occasion to implement pre-existing agendas of

radical social engineering (e.g. by propelling to power their supporters) or radicalize more

“moderate” policies already in place. On the other hand, “emergency” demographic

surgery in times of crisis could have long-term outcomes, as other groups moved in to fill

the void left by those who had been removed. This also implied massive upheaval: e.g.,

when hundreds of thousands of Germans and Jews were deported from the western

borderlandsof the Tsarist empire in 1915, this indirectly increased the economic and social

role played by other nationalities inhabiting the same regions, unwittingly solidifying

their claims on those areas (it should be noted that these nationalities played no small

part in the subsequent revolution of 1917).[27]
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Some consequences and implications of demographic surgery

In sum, demographic surgery was much more than a tool used to “redraw nations” by

moving peoples in order to match borders (rather than the other way round). Its

consequences and implications were not limited to radically altering the ethnic map of

Europe, but went much further; it is not an exaggeration to say that widespread

demographic surgery conferred a truly revolutionary character upon the wars of the

European 20th century. While a full discussion of this matter lies beyond the scope of this

paper, I would like to mention some points which are often neglected by the existing

historiography on the subject.

Firstly, while authoritarian regimes were not the only ones to perform demographic

surgery, demographic surgery certainly helped undermine democracy and rule of law

wherever it was practiced. Indeed, depriving entire categories of people of citizenship,

property, and of the very right to reside on the territory of the state meant setting a

dangerous precedent – even more so since such far-reaching measures were usually

enacted through executive orders. Those orders, in turn, were in many cases the outcomes

of decisions made not even by entire cabinets but rather by small, ad hoc committees, and

they were enforced on the local level at least partly outside the official channels – that is,

with a significant contribution of entities other than the state’s bureaucracy, military and

police forces. The other branches of the government, that is the legislature and the

judiciary, were overruled or reduced to rubber-stamping political decisions (if necessary

by subjecting the categories targeted by demographic surgery to special legislations

enacted by executive order). All of this set dangerous precedents and undoubtedly

facilitated the imposition of authoritarian regimes – which then often oppressed the

populations in whose name demographic surgery had been carried out, as in post-World

War II Poland and Czechoslovakia.

A second point, also frequently overlooked, has to do with the political implications

demographic surgery had for its perpetrators.[28] Ethnic cleansing, for instance, was not

just used to “make a clean sweep” of undesirable “strangers”, but also helped to overcome

“national indifference”: this happened in two ways, through fear and involvement. Fear of

persecution meant that peoples with ambiguous national loyalties were forced to “choose

sides” (and/or face consequences for this choice if tables were turned). On the other hand,

involvement in the persecution probably served to reinforce the political commitment of

perpetrators acting out of more “mundane” reasons – such as careerism, conformism,

greed, sadism and so on – of which there were undoubtedly many, especially at the

middle and lower levels.[29] This idea can, of course, be generalized to include cases in

which demographic surgery was performed along different lines.

A third point, linked to both previous points, concerns the role of property, material

considerations more generally. E xpropriations linked to policies of demographic surgery

usually undermined property rights and to an increase of the public sector of the economy

– since the belongings of those who were forcibly relocated were usually taken over by the

state before being redistributed to others (if they ever were). This weakened the existing

civil society and/or replaced the existing civil society with another heavily state-
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dependent society – another development which was likely to favor authoritarianism and,

more generally, statism (in economic as well as political terms). Moreover, those in power

could use the victims’ property as a source of patronage, and in this way build up political

support for themselves and their policies. Giving out victims’ properties gave the public a

very concrete stake in political projects carried out through demographic surgery, and

could help win the loyalty of people who were at best indifferent to those projects (if not

outright hostile to them, because of the manner in which they were enacted). On the other

hand, beneficiaries of demographic surgery were thus involved in the entire process,

although benefiting from it did certainly not equal being involved in its enactment.

Nonetheless, this might well have had similar (although weaker) effects of reinforcing (or

creating) political loyalty towards the proponents of those measures, and helped them to

stay in power (whatever else was their agenda) by creating a constituency which felt

dependent on them for its own material well-being. In the long term, this also constituted

a formidable obstacle to the acknowledgement of wrongdoing, which was itself

understood as implying the restitution of property and/or the payment of reparations.

This could have (and often had) long-lasting effects on international relations as well as

on the internal politics of the affected countries.

Conclusions

Demographic surgery, especially but certainly not only along ethnic lines, has been a key

feature of modern European history because it was one of the main “tools” of the many

“state-builders” at work from the early XIX century onwards.[30] As it is aptly stated by

Andrea Graziosi,

Most of these states pretended to be “national,” but in reality they used the term in its

European XIX century meaning, that was an ethnic one. Others, like the USSR or

Yugoslavia (but not their component Republics), did not. Yet others, like Pakistan,

claimed a religious basis. All, however, identified with a “people,” and tried to somehow

make this true by shaping… themselves a people of their choice, along political, cultural,

religious, linguistic, and social lines.[31]

This effort of “shaping peoples” included sometimes the removal of entire, undesirable

categories of people and thus demographic surgery, practiced in the name of a wide range

of ideologies (not just of nationalist ones) and with the objectives I have outlined in this

paper. In addition to those already discussed, I should mention the attempt to use

“demographic surgery” (usually along ethnic lines) in order to forcibly separate previously

intermingled populations and thus “solving” otherwise irreconcilable conflicts. On those

grounds the international community backed the exchange of populations between

Greece and Turkey in 1923, and Soviet authorities promoted the deportation of Terek

Cossacks in 1920; however, similar rationales were also used to justify measures taken in

order to achieve other policy objectives included in those discussed above.[32]

Demographic surgery was however not just a tool of state-building, but also one used to

“remake” the economies and societies which it affected, often according to some grand

utopian (or rather dystopian, given the actual result) plan. It ended up having significant
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consequences and implications, with some of which Europe is still grappling in various

ways.
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